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Focal Areas 

(2) Predictive modeling through the use of AI techniques and AI-derived model components; the

use of AI and other tools to design a prediction system composed of a hierarchy of models

(3) Insight gleaned from complex data (both observed & simulated) using AI, big data analytics,

and other advanced methods, including explainable AI and physics- or knowledge-guided AI

Science Challenge 

A framework that employs AI methods for hybrid process-/ML-based modeling in a hierarchy of 

models and data analytics can address uncertainties in ecohydrology by connecting plant 

community structure, hydraulics, and physiology, along with soil composition, biogeochemistry, 

and physics, to the water cycle. Doing so will (1) improve predictability, (2) fill in gaps where 

mechanistic insights are lacking (e.g., mesophyll conductance, rooting depth, groundwater access 

and recharge), and (3) stimulate hypothesis creation to drive theoretical development aimed at 

reconciling seasonal-to-interannual flood and drought risk for watersheds and interannual-to-

decadal flood and drought risk from regions to continents. 

Rationale 

Water cycle extremes leading to floods or droughts pose risks to freshwater and food security, 

environmental sustainability, energy and transportation infrastructure, and human lives. Medium-

range weather forecasts and seasonal-to-interannual climate predictions have significantly 

improved as model resolution has increased and atmospheric model tuning has advanced. 

However, prediction uncertainties associated with land–atmosphere interactions have only 

increased and represent a growing source of error in simulations. Soil moisture, which has inertial 

memory of weeks to years, influences the atmosphere through changes in evapotranspiration and 

the surface energy budget that affect air temperature and precipitation. Soil moisture is a function 

of inputs (precipitation) minus outputs (evapotranspiration, surface runoff, and groundwater access 

and recharge). The latter are largely controlled by seasonally variable vegetation cover and 

function, which also change over time because of rising atmospheric carbon dioxide levels and 

increasing global temperatures. Consistent with the four grand challenges in Earth and 
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environmental sciences identified as potentially benefiting from the application of AI methods 

(Chapter 2, Stevens et al., 2020), a framework that employs ML approaches could address 

uncertainties in ecohydrology by connecting plant physiology and hydraulics and soil composition 

and dynamics to soil moisture and water cycle extremes to improve predictability of flood and 

drought risk. Recent research has demonstrated strong but poorly quantified influences of rising 

CO2 on soil moisture (Swann et al., 2016), global streamflow (Fowler et al., 2019), rainfall 

(Kooperman, Chen et al., 2018), and flood risk (Kooperman, Fowler et al., 2018) through plant 

physiological and hydrological effects, moderated by plant stress and drought (Ukkola et al., 

2016). Addressing these uncertainties with ML will advance science in support of the five research 

questions for the Integrated Water Cycle Scientific Grand Challenge identified in the EESSD’s 

Strategic Plan (US DOE, 2018). Moreover, this research will benefit from domain-specific 

explainable and knowledge-informed AI methods, will require high performance computing and 

neuromorphic resources and could offer a test bed for analog mixed stochastic/deterministic 

processes (e.g., light harvesting) suitable for quantum computing. 

Narrative 

Given the availability of large volumes of observational data and in situ measurements, and rapidly 

expanding computational resources, the Earth system modeling community is adopting data-

driven approaches for high resolution weather and climate simulations (Schneider et al., 2017), 

and DOE is poised to respond to such a community blueprint to improve Earth system 

predictability. An AI framework could be used to integrate the wealth of leaf-level fluorescence 

and gas exchange measurements (e.g., Leafweb), AmeriFlux and FLUXNET ecosystem fluxes, 

and Free Air Carbon Dioxide Enrichment (FACE) and Spruce and Peatland Responses Under 

Changing Environments (SPRUCE) data to develop a unified treatment of stomatal responses, 

assimilation, and acclimation to changes in hydrology and soil moisture. Specifically, we suggest 

ML-based models of stomatal conductance and plant hydraulics be employed to produce a hybrid

process-based/ML-based land model for DOE’s E3SM with the aim of reducing the uncertainty of

soil moisture and carbon assimilation. Such hybrid ecohydrology models could also inform

watershed models to deliver dynamic ecological process representations often absent in such

models. In addition, ML models can be created to improve the characterization of soil organic

carbon and soil bulk properties to further reduce soil moisture uncertainties. Moreover, ML

methods should be explored to scale leaf-level and ecosystem processes to the watershed scale for

seasonal-to-interannual predictions, through a hierarchy of ML and process-based models, and

further to regional and continental scales for interannual-to-decadal predictions. Since plant and

soil processes respond to climate change, FACE and SPRUCE data should be used to develop

climate-adaptive ML models for the processes described above.

Part 1. Hybrid AI Models of Plant Physiology and Hydraulics  

This approach could enable significant steps forward in developing and integrating new and 

alternative parameterizations within E3SM to produce a hybrid process-based/ML modeling 

framework (Reichstein et al., 2019). The requirement for reducing uncertainties in ecohydrological 

processes dictates prioritizing process representations of land–atmosphere interactions (energy, 

water, and carbon) that (1) are highly uncertain but for which observational constraint data are 

available and (2) are computationally expensive. A specific example is the CanopyFluxesMod 

module within the E3SM Land Model (ELM) that iteratively solves coupled equations for 

temperature, moisture, and carbon that underpin metabolism, growth, respiration, and transpiration 

processes. It is the most computationally expensive science component of the ELM, and a large 
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volume of leaf-level and ecosystem measurements, now meeting FAIR data standards (Ely et al., 

2021), are available to develop an array of ML-based models of stomatal behavior and plant 

hydraulics for different optimal growth strategies and different degrees of model complexity 

(Fisher and Koven, 2020). This effort could pioneer deployment of stochastic network methods on 

mixed CPU-GPU architectures. Emerging ML methods combined with data assimilation to handle 

nonlinear and non-Gaussian processes could be applied within large, complex coupled systems, 

like E3SM, to perform uncertainty quantification for process-based model components. It may also 

be possible to reduce uncertainties from some parameters or variables, enabling exploration of 

uncertainties in the other mechanistic process representations. Because many of the mechanisms 

involved may be represented as stochastic processes, known memory/time quantum advantages 

for stochastic simulations might be leveraged in their study on future quantum computers. 

Part 2. AI/ML Methods for Spatial prediction of Fluxes and Soil Characteristics  

Since soil bulk properties, and soil organic carbon in particular, control soil moisture and 

evapotranspiration, water cycle predictions are strongly dependent on correctly characterizing 

those properties in models. Recent studies show that AI/ML approaches show promise in 

improving spatial prediction of soil and environmental properties, including soil organic carbon 

stocks and land surface fluxes, with field data (Mishra et al., 2020). ML approaches have also been 

used to derive scaling functions of soil and ecosystem properties (Adhikari et al., 2020). AI-based 

scaling functions can be used to upscale soil properties and processes for model initialization and 

downscale them from coarse Earth system/land surface model predictions for evaluation. New ML 

methods can decompose signals from time series flux data to improve causal inference from 

environmental drivers to improve process understanding. ML approaches can be used to derive 

relationships among environmental factors, plant water uptake, water extremes, and soil properties 

that can be used as potential process-based benchmarks for baseline connections between fluxes 

and soil conditions in ESMs. 

Part 3. Scaling Leaf- and Organism-Level Responses to Ecosystems and Watersheds 

Measurements of leaf-level responses to environmental variations are used to develop process 

understanding for models of photosynthesis and stomatal conductance, and the models are then 

used in an integrated framework (e.g., CanopyFluxesMod module in ELM) to simulate canopy-

level fluxes. Using a ML approach, such measurements could be directly related to the 

measurements made at the canopy scale reducing uncertainties in the canopy integration schemes. 

Similarly, ML methods can be applied to scale up plant responses—informed by ecosystem- and 

watershed-scale measurements, upscaled soil properties, and remote sensing data—to bound water 

budgets for watersheds and quantify risks of flooding and drought, particularly under water cycle 

extremes. Cluster analysis, Kriging, random forests, and various forms of artificial neural networks 

can be applied now; but newer, more sophisticated mathematical methods, including backward 

stochastic differential equations combined with ML and ensembles of stochastic emulator 

simulations, could better capture dynamics across scales. While the fundamental motivation is to 

improve mechanistic understanding of these processes across scales, by connecting this chain of 

hierarchical ML-empowered models to weather forecasting systems, the results can be used to 

inform probabilistic risk analysis to quantify flood risks for urban areas and other built 

infrastructure and to better quantify drought impacts on streamflow for energy and water utilities. 
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